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What is a conservation easement?

A conservation easement, also known as a conservation restriction or 
conservation agreement, is a voluntary, legal agreement between a 
landowner and a land trust or government agency that permanently restricts 
uses of the land to protect its conservation values.

Private property subject to a conservation easement remains in private 
ownership, with only some of the freedom of activity being restricted. More 
comprehensive easements include also «active» obligations.

Example: giving up the right to sub-divide the land, or cut forest in a clear-
cut, or use pesticides on the land. Active: agreeing to mow the grass in a 
certain way, or perform specific habitat management activities. 



What is a conservation easement?

Conservation easements function similarly to regulatory restrictions on land 
use imposed unilaterally by public authorities, but result from direct 
contractual agreements between two private parties. 
Conservation easements are usually in gross (benefits a legal person, i.e. 
dominant tenement is not required) and they “run with the land” (are 
binding for the present and all future owners of the respective property). 
Although they can be altered and revoked under certain conditions, they are 
normally designed to remain effective in perpetuity. A conservation 
easement on a property is traditionally recorded in its title, which means 
that it has to be registered at the responsible land registry office.



Where do they come from?

The concept of conservation easement has been first 
introduced and is now widely applied in the USA and they 
have now become the most popular conservation tool in the 
USA. 
Factors contributing to this rise:  
• the strength of the American civic/philanthropic sector,
• combined with the corresponding weakness of public 

governments.
• importance of a private property as a symbol for political 

freedom and national identity.
• robust enabling legislation - today, all USA federal states 

have conservation easement enabling legislation. 
• incentivising tax policies. In 1976, easement provisions were 

added to the Internal Revenue Code, allowing taxpayers to 
claim an income tax deduction for the charitable donation of 
an easement to a charitable organisation. 
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Conservation easements in the EU
• In 1998, the Standing Committee of the Bern Convention asked the Contracting Parties to

“examine the possibility (…) of adopting (…) measures relating to conservation mechanisms for
land owned by third parties”. It specifically pointed at “the use which can be made of property
law instruments, such as easements and covenants, and contractual mechanisms to promote
private conservation of habitats by individuals or associations”, and asked national governments
to “develop mechanisms encouraging third parties to conserve their land, insofar as such
mechanisms are cheaper than acquisition and have the added advantage of mobilising new
sectors of society to contribute to conservation” and to “provide, where necessary, for an
exception to legislation on easements and servitudes to remove the requirements of contiguity
and benefit to the dominant tenement; authorise the donation of easements to approved
conservation bodies; and support this reform by fiscal provisions to encourage individuals to
grant nature conservation easements”.

• France, Biodiversity law adopted on 8 August 2016. These easements are called in French
«Obligations réelles environnementales», which can be translated literally as “real environmental
obligations”.

• England, a Consultation Paper by Law Commission in 2013 that proposed the introduction of a
statutory scheme enabling the establishment of “conservation covenants”. The 25 Year
Environment Plan was published in 2018 and it includes the commitment to investigating further
the application of conservation covenants.



Our study

• Focuses solely on one tool – the conservation easement.
• Purpose: to document the current situation in the EUmember states as regards
to the legislative basis to the conservation easements. We have recorded the
national legal mechanisms that are currently in place that support or could
potentially support the application of conservation easement concept.
• We have not compared conservation easements to other tools and have not
attempted to draw any conclusions on the benefits of applying the conservation
easement concept in various national contexts. Neither did our study assess the
demand for conservation easements in the EU and the role that other legal tools
play in ensuring the nature conservation goals in the EU.
• Geographic scope : 25 EU member countries including Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom (no LUX, Malta,
Cyprus).



Our study

• Q.1: Can easements be used to dedicate property / or part of it to the 
nature conservation purposes (in principle)? 
• Q.2: In which form may the easement be described in the title?
• Q.3: In cases if the easements cannot be described in the title of the 

property, does legislation allow including this information in the 
annex to the title, or notary deed? 
• Q.4: If conservation easements may be entered in the land title, 

experts checked if they can be entered on the basis of a voluntary 
agreement, or between the land owner and a third party “in gross”. 



Can easements be used to dedicate property or part of it to the nature 
conservation purposes, in principle? Question 1

• 21 of 25 YES*
• Only three countries (Bulgaria, Greece, and Hungary) have responded
that easements cannot be used to dedicate the property to the
nature conservation purposes in their countries. In most countries,
there are some legal tools in place that could in principle be applied
for the nature conservation purposes.
• In most countries, the easement mechanism has not been applied in
practice to nature conservation yet.

* we applied rather loose definition of the conservation easement when responding to the question and not 
all criteria for conservation easements were met (not in perpetuity, not voluntary, etc.)



Servitudes
• Most of the legislations recognise servitudes as a tool to limit the rights of the 

landowners and they are embedded in the Civil and Common Law. 
• For some countries the legislation clearly states nature conservation among the 

purposes for the use of servitudes. 
• For other countries the purpose of this mechanism is not defined specifically by the 

property law and thus, in theory, can be applied also to nature conservation. 
• There are also countries where the use of servitudes is limited by legislation and if nature 

conservation is not among the purposes explicitly listed in the law, the servitudes 
mechanism cannot be used unless the legislation is amended. 
• Servitudes have one very positive aspect - they are a widely used and accepted tool in 

practice. 
• Among negative aspects we would like to emphasize their limited character (in most jurisdictions they can be used to oblige the owner to refrain from some activities, not 

allowing any positive obligations), their limitations in purpose and lack of flexibility. 
• Personal servitudes* seem to be most promising mechanisms to be adapted to serving 

specifically the nature conservation purpose. 

*Personal servitude: A personal servitude is a servitude granting rights in property to a particular «person» (it could be also an entity). 
Opposed to a «real servitude» – a right over one tract of real estate in favour of another.



In which form may the easement be described in the title? Question 2.

• Yes to restrictions. Given the fact that in most countries the only legal
mechanism for implementing the conservation easement concept is
servitudes, there is usually no problem with registering restrictions in
the land title. The level of detail for those restrictions vary, from stating
the general purpose only, to allowing more specified entries.

• No to positive obligations. It is less often that the Land Register accepts
more detailed entries, or even positive obligations. Of 21 countries
analysed in this regard, only 12 reported the option to enter the allowed
or required activities (positive obligations) in the land title. This is one of
the characteristic shortcomings of using traditional servitudes for
nature conservation purposes which can most likely be overcome by
providing specific rules.



If conservation easements may be entered in the land title, can they can 
be entered on the basis of a voluntary agreement, and between the 
land owner and a third party “in gross”.  Question 4

Of 21 countries analysed (those where easements could be created for 
conservation purposes in principle), 21 responded that entries that are 
the result of voluntary agreements are possible. 
There were 20 responses confirming that agreements “in gross”* are 
possible, as well. 

Therefore, we conclude that this particular aspect is not a problem in 
the EU, in those cases where the use of “traditional” limited property 
rights is not precluded due to a numerus clausus list of possible rights.

* in gross (benefits a legal person, ownership of a neighboring property is not required) 





Country Can easement be 
used for nature 
conservation, in 
principle?

Is it possible to 
register positive 
obligations in the 
land title?

Can easement be 
entered on the 
basis of voluntary 
agreement?

Can easement be 
entered “in 
gross”?

Interesting country cases described in our report

Austria Y Y Y Y
Belgium (Flanders) Y Y Y Y Management plan implementation obligation that gets registered in the 

land title

Bulgaria N n/a n/a n/a
Croatia Y N Y N
Czech Republic Y N Y Y

Denmark Y Y Y Y Fredning – permanent nature agreements

Estonia Y Y Y Y Forest key habitat protection contracts

Finland Y Y Y Y
France Y Y Y Y Real environmental obligations
Germany Y Y Y Y
Greece N n/a n/a n/a
Hungary N n/a n/a n/a
Ireland Y Y Y Y Section 18 agreements
Italy Y N Y Y
Latvia Y N Y Y
Lithuania Y N Y** Y**
Netherlands Y Y Y Y Qualitative obligation
Poland Y Y Y Y
Portugal Y N Y Y
Romania
Slovakia Y N Y Y
Slovenia Y *** Y Y
Spain Y Y Y Y
Sweden Y Y Y Y Nature conservation agreements that get registered in the land title

UK Y N Y Y
21 12 21 20



Examples of national rules: France

• In 2016, specific legislation on „real environmental obligations“ 
introduced in the the Biodiversity Act
• Before that/parallelly retained: environmental servitude. Problems 

with it: requires ownership of neighboring land, no positive
obligations)
• New system: 
• based on a contract between landowner and public body or legal person

acting for nature conservation, 
• published in the land register,
• can include positive obligations (e.g. creation of grass strips)



Examples of national rules: Ireland

• The 1976 Wildlife Act, Section 18 Agreements could be used for nature
conservation purposes
• Problem with „traditional“ conveyanding instruments: cannot be used „in 

gross“ and may be difficult to enforce
• Section 18 Agreements:

• Concern „conservation-friendly“ management of land (use for agriculture or forestry
etc)

• Between landowner and Minister or someone with his approval
• May involve compensation (either lump sum or periodic)
• May be registered and enforced towards future owners
• Mainly used for Natura sites/surroundings but maybe used elsewhere too
• Agreements may be detailed, will be referenced to in te Land Registry



Examples of national rules: Estonia

• Traditional easements can be used in principle, as no numerus clausus list 
of purposes and personal servitudes recognised
• However, not all types of servitudes allow for positive obligations from

landowners (this possible only under real encumbrance)
• Specific, supplementary rules for „key forest habitats“ in the Forest Act:

• Servitudes (personal right of use) for the benefit of the Republic
• Based on voluntary, notarised contract with the Ministry of Environment
• Term limited to 20 years
• Only outside (statutory) conservation areas
• Limits/restricts forest management activities
• Yearly compensation paid to the landowner



Examples of national rules: Italy

• Traditional, voluntary easements can be used for conservation purposes in 
principle

• Based on contract or will, entered into the public Land Register

• Only negative obligations (landowner refrains from use of some of their
rights)

• A pilot project using the mechanism in Varese Province (LIFE10 NAT IT 
000241 TIB TRANS INSUBRIA BION) resulted in 279 agreements on 
easements. In most cases, compensation paid to landowners.

• Activities based on contracts included:
• Restoration of ponds by Varese Province
• Construction of underpasses of amphibians by Varese Province
• Refraining from removing certain trees and log pyramids installed in the forest



Conclusions I

• It has been asserted that the main barriers to global implementation
of the conservation easements concept are the rejection of positive
obligations, numerus clausus principle and prohibition of in gross
interests.
• While we agree to this conclusion in general, our study proves that
many promising examples can be found in the EU, proving that
countries can implement the concept of conservation easements
within the existing legal framework, with only minor adaptations or
additions to their existing laws.
• The main challenge is actually not the legal systems in the countries,
but rather a lack of implementation practice and incentives for
testing and wider application of this measure.



Conclusions II

• Legal systems in place would mostly allow an application of some
sort of conservation easements approach.
• In quite many cases their use for nature conservation purposes have,
however, not been tested yet.
• Some minor adjustments might be needed (for example, removal of
the requirement of dominant tenement, a wider definition of the
purpose of servitudes, explicitly allowing positive obligations to be
put on landowners etc.) but creating the right conditions for
conservation easements would not need fundamental changes to
the property law.
• Servitudes is the mechanism that is available in all countries, maybe
not used for nature conservation yet, but nevertheless strongly
embedded in the national legislation.



Conclusions III

• Basing the conservation easements on existing system of servitudes
would have several benefits.
• Most of all, it would make use of the existing institutional framework and
established procedures (e.g. regarding the content and form of contracts
that need to be concluded, entries to be made to the land registry etc.).
• In some countries, there may not be a need to change the legislative
framework at all, but rather positive precedents need to be made and
awareness of conservation authorities and landowners increased.
• In other cases, however, shortcomings of the traditional servitudes (no
chance to put positive obligations on the owner, limitations of purpose and
lack of flexibility) have to be overcome by changing and/or supplementing
the legal order with some specific provisions on servitudes meant
specifically for conservation purposes.
• The regulations from Belgium, Estonia, France, Ireland and the
Netherlands could all serve as positive examples in this regard.



Conclusions IV

• Fiscal provisions to encourage landowners to grant conservation
easements already exist in some countries but they are not
widespread.
• We believe that this aspect is crucially important for expanding the
concept to the EU.
• Therefore, we recommend to incentivize the process of applying
conservation easements in the national legislation in EU countries.
LIFE program and other EU funds could be a very strong mechanism
for this purpose.



Conclusions V

• Although conservation easements have a rather long and successful history
in the USA, it does not necessarily need to be copied to the full extent in
the EU.
• In many continental systems, legal approach to the extent of protection
granted to land ownership rights and the possibilities to impose unilateral
restrictions by the public authorities are significantly different.
• Nature conservation in EU must not be based only on voluntary
agreements, but they may prove a valuable addition to the existing
system of protected areas and the unilateral restrictions imposed by the
public authorities.
• Easements and other voluntary agreements are especially important in
those cases where active contribution from the landowners (e.g. fencing of
pastures or maintaining valuable grasslands) would be needed for
conservation purposes.



Conclusions VI

• Our study, however, did not assess the demand for conservation
easements in the EU. It could be so that the reason for not having the
principle yet widely implemented is the fact that we routinely use
other methods that fulfil the function of conservation easements (e.g.
subsidies for certain agricultural practices, simple rental agreements)
and are content with mechanisms that are not lasting in perpetuity.
• Therefore, a needs assessment would be recommended. It could be
done in a simplified form of a questionnaire to the nature
conservation sector (NGOs and governmental institutions), to
understand the range of tools the organisations currently use, and
their needs in terms of new tools.



Thank you for your attention!

• Inga Račinska - inga.racinska@ldf.lv
• Siim Vahtrus – siim@k6k.ee
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